of which 2, 11 and 15 were hyperstations. Station 17 was also sampled for Pa/Th (fig 1).

Figure 1: the cruise track with the stations, stations with a red star are hyperstations, with a
yellow star superstations and the green star from station 17 indicates that also Pa/Th was
sampled there.
Since we were the first cruise after the transect on a new Pelagia, we had little experience
with working with the upgraded ABC with Casino+ a voyage logbook. This system is easy to
handle, but still beginners-errors were made. We have no station number 4, since the third fish
deployment was named station 4, whereas fish deployments are called (strangely enough)
profiles and have their own numbering sequence.
During the cruise we had several times bad weather conditions and the first storm happened
where we planned and started to execute station 7, the CTD operator Martin Laan already
reserved the number 7 for the first deployment when it was decided that the weather forecast
was really too bad; this station is therefore missing and the first gap in the transect created.
Station 8 was planned to become a hyperstation, but due to problems with the CTD the
samplers of the second cast of the 25 L CTD could not be closed. By using the UC CTD as a
fourth cast and deploying the ISP, this station could be turned still into a superstation, but it
was not possible to do all the work and reach the hyperstation status. East of Newfoundland
the second storm lasted 4 days making work impossible. The only reason that the gap between
stations 13 and 14 in the transect is not enormous is due to the very strong winds reducing the
speed of Pelagia to 2 knots. We planned the cruise track along the deepest parts of the west
side of the Atlantic Ocean but we had to cross the extension of the Grand Banks of
Newfoundland between stations 13 and 14 in order to spare time. Luckily we then had some
nice days in which we tried to catch up as best as we could. The last station planned was to be
the hyperstation BATS, but a last storm prevented us from doing so. This station is not lost, it
will be sampled during the second leg of GEOTRACES West Atlantic.
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